
LETTER OF MOTIVATION 

 

 
My name is Khizar Ashraf, and I am very much interested in applying for the master's degree 

program in "Applied and Computational Mathematics" at the University of Bergen. As a 

student of Mathematics, I have gained a strong understanding and knowledge of Mathematics 

and Computer. I was always curious about solving mathematical problems, which made me fall 

towards the Bachelors's degree in Mathematics, securing an overall GPA of 3.37 out of 4. After 

completing my bachelor's degree in Mathematics from Lahore Garrison University, I worked 

for almost one year as an Accountant in Taha Engineering and Services and more than one 

year in Army Public School Askari XI. 

 

There are many reasons to apply and study in Norway. One of the most important reasons is 

the quality of education in Norway. Norway is providing the world's best education, and that 

best quality education is for free. One of my University teachers did his master's degree from the 

Norwegian University, and now he is one of the best teachers in our country. And the course I 

am opting here will help me a lot to groom my skills and abilities, and I will utilize those abilities 

for the rest of my life. 

 

My passion for applying in Norway, especially at the University of Bergen, started when I 

attended a "Garrison International Conference on Pure and Applied Mathematics." At that 

conference, I heard a Professor explaining the diagnosis of Breast Cancer and its treatment. That 

professor inspired me a lot, and then I decided to research in the same thought. After coming 

back from the conference, I started searching for professors having the same field of competence. 

And I found an Associate professor at the University of Bergen, Erik Andreas Hanson. I read 

many articles and publications about his work on the diagnosis and treatments of different 

diseases. 

 

I would love to work under the supervision of Sir Erik Andreas Hanson and other academic staff. 

I will surely get a lot of knowledge from them and will improve my skills. After completing my 

degree from the University of Bergen, I will serve the world in a better way, As I will get an 

education from world-class teachers. 

 

I want to help other people with my Qualification in Mathematics. I've always dreamed of 

becoming a person who helps others, and I believe that a master's in "Applied and Computational 

Mathematics" from the University of Bergen would set me miles ahead of my goals. If I get 

admitted, then definitely, I will work hard for the betterment of this world. I will serve the 

whole of humanity so that the whole world becomes more prosperous.  

 


